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 Summary of Action Points: Action: 
  

- CP to share behaviour management resources on GovernorHub 
- HR to alter first CCP meeting date and recirculate list of dates 
- HR to review minutes/records to identify governors nominated for admissions 

panel  
 

 
CP 
HR 
HR 

 

 
 

 
Item 

 
Meeting Minutes 

 
Action: 

 
1 

 
Opening Prayer: An opening prayer was shared.  
 

 

 
2 

 
Welcome, Members Present and Apologies: 
Alison Bardsley (AB, appointed [skills] governor)  
Gaynor Cooper (GC, appointed [skills] governor)  
Wendy Copping (WC, staff governor) 
Julian Easterbrook (JE, foundation governor, chair of governing body) 
Penny Fowler (PF, foundation governor) 
Justine Heaslip (JH, parent governor) 
Stuart Homer, (SH, appointed [skills] governor) 
Debbie Jacobs, (DJ, foundation governor) 
Michael Jones (MJ, appointed [skills] governor) 
Carol Phillips (CP, head teacher) 
Fiona Self (FS, parent governor, vice chair of governing body) 
Gillian Waite (GW, foundation governor) 
Also in attendance:  
Kerry Collins (KC, school business manager) 
Robyn Jones (RJ, assistant head teacher) 
Helen Roberts (HR, clerk) 
 
The meeting was quorate. 
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Notification of any urgent business:  
- The governing body were satisfied that all urgent business regarding the school 

would be covered within the agenda items.  
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Declaration of business or pecuniary interests and RPTs (related party 
transaction): 
- No governor has registered a general business or pecuniary interest and no 

declarations were made with specific reference to this meeting agenda. 
- No RPTs have been declared or notified to ODST. 
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Minutes of the Full Governing Body meeting held on Tuesday 19th May 2020 
and matters arising from these minutes: 
- The minutes were agreed as a true record and will be signed by JE at the next 

face to face meeting.  
- The action point was completed. 
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Head Teacher’s Report: 
- CP provided the governing body with a brief update on the school and the year 

groups now attending in class bubbles. 
- CP stated that the processes in place were working smoothly and that it was 

great to see pupils happy to be back. 
- CP explained that the next stage of planning involved reopening fully in 

September. She highlighted the difficult logistical barriers and what the school 
would need to do to overcome these. 

- CP noted that the final EAC (Emergency Advisory Committee) meeting 
(13/07/2020) will include the risk assessment and plan for September being 
signed off by the committee and ODST. After this, parents will be informed about 
the plan. 

- Q: Governors asked about extra funding and whether this would provide 
money for any extra staff required to support socially distant bubbles? 
A: CP explained the school had not yet received information about the ‘catch up’ 
funding and how it would be distributed to schools. She informed the governors 
that the school has been able to claim for costs incurred for PPE and additional 
cleaning products, but it isn’t possible to claim for extra staffing. 

- Q: Governors asked if the bigger class size bubbles planned for September 
had implications regarding layout of desks? 
A: CP explained that the guidance for primary schools recommended that desks 
were as far away from each other as possible (not a minimum of 2 metres), with 
children facing forward. 

- Q: Governors asked if this information had been communicated to 
parents/carers? 
A: CP stated that this would be shared and a list of protective measures provided 
to parents/carers for reassurance. 

- Governors (as parents) commended the excellent information provided alongside 
the recently received end of year reports from the school. CP summarised the 
covering letter to the governing body and reiterated the plan as outlined at the 
EAC meeting 06/07/2020 regarding the plan for assessments and benchmarking 
in September. 
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- Q: Governors asked if there had been any guidance for the school from 
government or ODST regarding expectations for this year? 
A: CP stated that whilst initially schools were encouraged to focus on mental 
wellbeing/PHSE for pupils there now appeared to be a push towards the core 
curriculum. She explained that the school will be creative with the curriculum. She 
noted the intention for teachers to meet soon so that there is a clear expectation 
for staff and the curriculum aims. 

- The governing body discussed media articles and the reported focus for schools 
on core subjects. CP suggested that ODST will provide extra guidance about how 
they would like their trust schools to respond regarding the curriculum. 

- CP asked governors to acknowledge that statutory testing will be back in place for 
2020. The governing body discussed this and agreed it was a concern and put 
pressure on schools to maintain their results. 

- The governors commended CP’s efforts regarding the recruitment and staffing 
challenges encountered and were delighted with the resolution. 

- CP took the opportunity to inform the governors that she had received a letter of 
resignation from a teaching assistant earlier that day and would update further 
when possible. 

- Governors welcomed WC back to work. 
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Chair’s Report: 
- JE noted his intention to provide the annual governing report for parents and 

stated he would share this will governors for feedback as soon as it was 
complete. 
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Presentation of School Improvement Plan: 
- CP presented the governors with the draft plan that is based around the priorities 

for next year. She stated her intention to include another key part regarding extra 
funding and the recovery curriculum. 

- CP highlighted the training undertaken by teachers regarding restorative justice. 
She noted a behaviour management book read by staff, and the schools intention 
to move away from sanction behaviour management.  

- RJ has promoted this with midday supervisors. 
- CP agreed to share the resources with governors via GovernorHub and copies of 

the book will be made available for those interested. ACTION. 
- Q: Governors asked why the school chose to adopt the Read Write Inc 

scheme for phonics? 
A: CP explained that the scheme is structured and robust. She went on to state 
that previous models of teaching phonics are open to interpretation by the 
individual teacher, however this scheme provides stability across the school 
because all staff can be trained to deliver it well. 

- Q: Governors asked how pupils respond to changes in teaching schemes? 
A: CP stated that several of the differences have already been implemented and 
this will carry through the year groups. 

- Governors noted that several items captured in the draft plan, regarding 
monitoring, could be achieved during the proposed governor weeks. The 
governing body as a whole agreed that this was a good opportunity to tie several 
elements in together. 

- JE was reminded about another point he had intended to raise in Item 7; He 
reminded the governors that they had intended to get together with staff to 
discuss the broader curriculum, however, the pandemic has prevented that from 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CP 
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taking place. He pointed governors towards the reviews of the year available on 
GovernorHub and CP noted that teachers had also provided curriculum 
statements to show what has happened and what will happen. 

- The governing body questioned how they should note their monitoring of the 
broader curriculum and were in agreement that the pandemic has brought this to 
an early close and they would pick this up again next year. 

- Q: Chair of the Curriculum committee (GW) asked if this was an item the 
committee members should pick up in September? 
A: CP agreed and stated that subject leaders have looked at the long term 
mapping and how assessments will be used. 
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Items brought forward from committee meetings:  
 
CCP Committee  
- This committee had not met; no items to discuss. 

 
FPHS Committee 
- (i) Staff Insurance: This item was carried over to the EAC meeting scheduled for 

13/07/2020. 
- (ii) Update on funding proposal put forward to building developer: SH 

summarised the proposal put forward; at this time there were no further updates 
on the outcome. 

- (iii) Premises update re work scheduled: KC notified the governing body 
regarding three areas of work to be completed over the summer holiday by 
ODST. 

- (iv) Proposal for committee meetings to be held virtually: SH summarised the 
discussion held at the previous FPHS committee meeting. He stated that the 
committee meetings had worked well online and that this model will be adopted 
next year. Governors discussed the advantages and disadvantages and agreed 
to be open and flexible in their approach to meetings moving forward. 
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Policies for review: 
- CP explained that the school had followed the consultation process regarding the 

RSE (Relationships and Sex Education) policy and had not received any 
responses from parents/carers. 

- Q: Governors asked if the Breakfast and Afterschool Policy would need an 
addendum for the beginning of the 2020 academic year to reflect the 
changes required to following government guidance regarding 
bubbles/social distancing? 
A: CP agreed this would be necessary. 

- Governors noted the phrasing in the Home School Agreement. They proposed an 
alteration. CP agreed to make this amendment. 
 

Subject to the above alterations the following policies were unanimously 
approved by the governing body: 
- Breakfast and After School Club Policy 
- Home School Agreement 2020-21 
- Learning Environment Policy 
- RSE Policy 
- PSHE (Personal Social Health Education) Policy 
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Dates for meetings 2020-21: 
- Governors discussed the date of the first CCP committee meeting in light of the 

earlier assessment date (September) and benchmarking exercise (highlighted 
during item 6). They agreed to bring forward the committee meeting to 
29/09/2020. HR will resend the meeting dates. ACTION. 

- The governing body approved all other dates. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

HR 
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Any other business: 
- CP informed the governors about a likely appeal for a place in reception class. 

She gave greater detail. 
- CP asked HR to look back at the governors nominated for this panel in the past. 

ACTION. 
 

- JE thanked the governing body for their work, and CP and the school team for 
their outstanding effort during the year. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

HR 
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Date of next Full Governing Body Meeting Tuesday 15th September 2020 at 7pm. 
 

 

 
 

 
The meeting finished at 8.20pm. 
 

 

 


